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Council adds amendments to Rebuild legislation
Layla A. Jones Tribune Staff Writer  Jun 13, 2017

Council has added amendments to Rebuild legislation that commits the building trades to hire
participants and graduates from various citywide apprenticeship and job training programs for
construction projects.

Another change adopted by Council at a Committee of the Whole public meeting Monday allows the
Rebuild Office, out of Mayor Jim Kenney’s administration, to provide financial support to various
programs to fund the program’s ability to offer more seats.

The amendments were made to legislate diversity requirements into Rebuild hiring beyond the
memorandum of understanding currently being negotiated between the Kenney administration
leadership and the Trades, Council President Clarke said Monday.

“I don’t know how you reach the [diversity] numbers that we’re talking about with the current population
in the union as it relates to minorities and females,” Clarke said. “You just can’t get the 44 percent. So
that’s why we did what we did... to expand the pool of opportunities for more individuals that fit those
categories.”

Unions can choose graduates and participants from programs including the Diversity Apprenticeship
Program, the School District’s CTE program, YouthBuild and PennAssist, an initiative Councilwoman
Jannie Blackwell works with closely.

“We specifically put it in for labor because we know that they’ve had a significant problem with finding
the diversity they need on these worksites,” said Councilwoman Cindy Bass. “But certainly it should be
applied equally to all contractors.”

Supporters for Rebuild rallied for City Council members to back a bond issue to fund the initiative, aimed at rehabbing and improving
recreation centers, libraries and parks with funds from the sugar-sweetened beverage tax.
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All contractors, including building trades unions, will have access to participants and graduates of the
programs listed in legislation who want to work on Rebuild projects.

Councilwoman Jannie Blackwell said incorporating PennAssist with Rebuild came naturally, as she’s
been using the program to help secure diversity commitments on University of Pennsylvania worksites.

“I told them that I couldn’t make demands on Penn that I wouldn’t make on everybody,” Blackwell said.
“So we had to have the same regulations … or I wouldn’t support it.

Blackwell sees PennAssist as a way not just to bring diverse workers on Rebuild construction sites, but
to create a more consistent pipeline for minorities to enter into the trades.

“All of that comes together, that’s the only way it’s successful and we’re insisting on that,” she said.

Council also amended Rebuild legislation to require that 50 to 60 percent of the construction workforce
be from the city of Philadelphia. The Committee of the Whole will hold another meeting on the legislation
on Thursday morning.
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